Superior Sawing Technology – Superior Sawing Profitability

Behringer Saws
50% Faster

Profitability
“Affordable” Doesn’t
Always Mean Cost-Efficient
When deciding which machine to purchase,
many factors come into play including basic
machine design, capabilities and price. Often
upfront price is given undue weight in the
process with so-called “affordable” saws given
the advantage. To make the best business
decision it is necessary to look beyond a low
price tag. Inferior design and the poor quality
of some low cost saws can drastically increase
tooling costs and use significantly more blades
week-in and week-out over the life of the saw.
The result is greatly increased out-of-pocket
expenses and lost profits.
That’s why you should consider the “best
cost” for the long-term, and the benefits
of getting the greatest return on your saw
investment with a Behringer saw. Over the life
of a Behringer saw, you will save significant
money after the initial purchase. One reason
is because Behringer saws have unmatched
design advantages, they’re more rugged and
rigid and use significantly fewer blades — up
to 30% fewer — with potential savings of thousands of dollars annually. Looking at the price
of a new saw makes sense; just make sure it
doesn’t make you keep paying over the
long-term.

We Build Your Profits
With Every Cut.

Material Handling Systems:
Labor-Saving Innovations
Behringer provides solutions to material handling
that push your productivity even further by saving
man hours in all phases of sawing operations. As
your partner in problem solving we can help you
create a complete plant concept featuring individual
in-feed, transfer and transport solutions designed to
work seamlessly. Our complete range of peripheral
equipment encompasses user-friendly hardware and
intelligent software programs for optimum operating sequences, maximum process reliability and a
consistently high standard of quality in everything
you produce. Typical systems are fully integrated to
handle an entire operation from powered roller conveying to cross transporting and bundle clamping,
through cutting to length, ejection and sorting.

Production
Efficiency
To make sure that material handling components
and saws are compatible, Behringer fabricates all
material handling systems and does all saw customizations at our Morgantown, PA plant. This assures
that your system is functioning smoothly to your
specifications, and delivered to you with the shortest
lead times. With our in-house expertise in hydraulics,
electronics, and fabrication, we can support virtually
all of our customers’ questions and design requirements. Our team is also fully trained to modify stock
models through the addition and removal of optional
components to meet your specific requirements.
It’s all part of our commitment to make Behringer
Saws an integral and smart business partner in your
operation.

Behringer Saws has a mission:
to produce superior sawing
technology and to be a superior
business partner. Let us help
you become more successful
by putting our long history,
unparalleled knowledge, and
high-quality products behind
your sawing operations. Behringer
knows how to help you become
more profitable by offering the
right combination of products,
people and services.
Buying a saw is a business
decision taking into account
productivity, profitability and
workforce efficiency. We view
saws as tools to help your
operation optimize those factors.
We think Behringer saws are
one of the smartest investments
on the market today.

30% Fewer
Blades

What Good Is A Saw
That Cuts Profits?
Our Saws Have a
Whole Range of Features
Designed to Raise
Productivity and Profits:
• Easy-to-access blades reduce the time
it takes to change blades - just two to five
minutes by one man with no tools.
• Automatic moveable band guide positioning
maximizes beam strength, gives the fastest
cutting times and best accuracy available,
helping to generate 30% better blade life.
• Automatic feed rate regulation system
delivers a constant material removal rate,
maximizes saw blade life, adjusts the feed
rate as material width and/or hardness
changes, is fully automatic, and doesn’t
require operator involvement.
• Extensive use of cast iron and Meehanite
cast iron parts from Behringer’s own foundry
withstand the fatigue and vibration caused
by high production sawing.
• Built to optimize the performance of stateof-the-art carbide blades.
It all comes down to our business partnership
philosophy of building saws for your long-term
productivity, instead of cutting corners to offer
the lowest upfront price tag.

Behringer saws have built-in
design advantages to give
you the fastest cut times
and unsurpassed accuracy
for increased productivity
over the long term.
On average we cut 50% faster
than the competition for 50%
higher productivity. In fact
some companies have been
able to save labor costs by
eliminating overtime or
even a third shift thanks to
Behringer quality and
productivity. While Behringer
is raising productivity, lower
cost saws will have you
paying in downtime and lost
production due to repairs.

Industry-Best
Training
The Training Advantage:
When you buy a Behringer saw you get
more than just superior design and
sawing technology; you also get extensive
training support from our factory-trained
field service technicians. These credentialed,
experienced professionals are Behringer’s
own team, not third party field service
personnel. They will be at your site to set-up
the equipment and train your operators when
your new saw arrives. Some saw companies
spend only a few hours training customers
on new equipment. The Behringer difference
is that we don’t leave until your operators are
comfortable with the equipment and ready for
us to leave – even if that means our technician
must stay for additional time. Only after this
process is completed and you sign off, do we
consider the sale complete.

We Cut Your Downtime
With In-Stock Parts &
Unmatched Service
Our philosophy on parts and service is to
be ready to deliver whenever and wherever
you have a need. Our 12,000 square foot
Morgantown, PA warehouse stocks over
54,000 parts, with a state-of-the-art tracking
and ordering system designed to get you what
you need fast. Behringer’s highly experienced
service team is ready to solve your service
problems day-in, day-out, coast-to-coast.
Parts and service are an integral part of our
commitment to making your sawing operations more profitable and productive.

50% Greater
Productivity

Find out more about how a Behringer
saw is a smart business decision.
Call us at 888-234-7464 or visit our
website www.behringersaws.com

54,000 Parts
in Stock

Wide Range of Markets
& Applications
Behringer Saws designs, manufactures and
installs high quality, cost-effective bandsaws,
circular cold saws, structural fabricating
equipment and integrated material handling
systems for the metalworking and structural
steel industries. Cutting and sawing is our
primary focus, reinforcing our mission to help
your operation become more productive
and profitable.

Quality Others Can’t Match
The wisdom of making quality products is born
out everyday as our customers benefit from
superior performance, increased productivity
and profitability other saw manufacturers can’t
deliver. We start by forging our own castings
to ensure the most rugged base to build your
saw upon. Add in high efficiency drive systems,
heavy-duty guides and wheel bearings,
massive chrome-plated columns and more
and it results in a win-win scenario, because
happy customers are repeat customers.

Behringer
• Heavy-duty horizontal automatic and
semi-automatic bandsaws.
• Mitre saws.
• Plate saws.
• Power hacksaws.
• Complete sawing systems.
Behringer Eisele
• High throughput manual, semi-automatic
and fully automatic CNC circular cold saws.
• In-feed, output and material handling
systems.
Vernet Behringer
• Structural fabricating equipment
• High performance drilling, punching,
shearing, notching and marking
machines.
• Beam coping, and drilling and
sawing lines.

Morgantown Business Park
721 Hemlock Road
Morgantown, PA 19543
Phone 610.286.9777
Fax 610.286.9699
Toll free 1-888-Behringer
www.behringersaws.com

Automatic Bandsawing Systems / High Performance Circular Cold Saws / Marking, Punching, Drilling & Shearing Systems

